Nothing too difficult for RhinoCAM
Complex Consulting LLC is located at the border of Bloomfield, NJ and East Orange, NJ - 10 Miles
from Manhattan. The company is a technology provider with an emphasis on building custom
parts of all kinds. In a combined shop space of more than 10,000 square feet this innovative
company is able to tackle any project. Any project that involves CNC machining, casting, metal
fabrication, custom woodworking, electronics R&D, large scale vinyl printing and/or 3D
scanning.
Mr. Rainer M. Schmidt is the CEO of the company. He has a sense of humor that borders on
comedic and is a refreshingly interesting person to deal with. Highly technical and extremely
inventive he is the chief designer and machinist at Complex Consulting. Talking to him gives
you a sense that no project will be too difficult for this company to handle. After all how many
customers does one run into who will scan their own head and machine it, just for fun?

We use RhinoCAM as Swiss
army tool.
Rainer M. Schmidt
CEO – Complex Consulting LLC
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Rhino users since version 3, the company also uses a host of other design packages such as
AutoCAD, Silo, T-Splines, Cinema4D, 3D-Max, Modo and Adobe illustrator to design their
geometry. Once the geometry is created, all of it is funneled through RhinoCAM to be
manufactured.

The Swiss Army Tool
Says Mr. Schmidt: “We use RhinoCAM as Swiss army tool. Going to the CAD station and
designing something in Rhino quickly and then generating a tool path and cut sheet good
for a prototype power supply for example has become second nature. In case of the
mentioned power supply box including vent slots, recessed pockets for aluminum cooling
plate and cut out handles the entire process from requirement document (however small)
to part took about 40 minutes. An hour later the parts can be fitted in the box and the
product development can continue. Compared to the manual process of using traditional
methods like the back of an envelope for the design, then the table saw, router, etc... the
time a person has to work on the cutting is reduced to the placement of the sheet good on
the table of the machine. “

With the boat load of
tool path strategies in
RhinoCAM we have
not found a single
part we could not
tackle.
Rainer M. Schmidt
CEO – Complex Consulting LLC

Managing Complexity
With Rhino and RhinoCAM the complexity of the shapes can be staggering. This
complexity is not restricted just to the geometric shapes being created but extends also
the variability in the material being used in the manufacture.
To manage this complexity during manufacturing, Mr. Schmidt explains: “With the boat
load of tool path strategies in RhinoCAM we have not found a single part we could not
tackle. The way we can adapt to different materials is amazing. Especially when dealing
with wood other packages present difficulty when it comes to taking care of grain
direction and other complexity presented by the nature product itself. With RhinoCAM
we have full control of the toolpaths. “

Enabling Technology
Complex Consulting excels in manufacturing things impossible to make by hand, as it
would take years to carve and construct the complex pieces if one resorted to manual
techniques. RhinoCAM has enabled this company and its clients to produce articles with
highly artistic value where the sheer workload of the embellishment creation would have
been prohibitive in the past.
Mr. Schmidt says: “Recently we have prototyped carved custom doors and art novae style
decorated machine parts. Both items would not have been possible without the ability to
cut design and production time drastically using Rhino and RhinoCAM.”
RhinoCAM with its large subset of operations allows Mr. Schmidt the freedom to employ a
gamut of machining operations to machine the complex parts that he can design with
Rhino. “We carve larger wooden columns on our machines using the full 4 th axis tool set.
Especially the 4th axis engraving and pocketing operations combined with Rhino's
capability to wrap pretty much any drawing around geometry has produced surprising
results - surprisingly good that is. We also started to plasma cut tubular material using
RhinoCAM tool path for decorative purposes.”

Our RhinoCAM PRO
version has paid for itself
AND the smaller of our
machines during the first
three jobs.
Rainer M. Schmidt
CEO – Complex Consulting LLC

Up & Running in no time
One of the main concerns in adopting a new technology or a new product is always how
quickly can one learn it and be useful with it. After all if a new product has a lot of power
but if it cannot be accessed easily then it might as well not have it. Mr. Schmidt, when
posed this question, says: “Knowing Rhino very well, I was cutting parts within the first
ten minutes and stopped breaking things after a day or two. I broke two end mills because
I was so excited that all works so well that I forgot about the fixtures to hold the work
down... It takes a lot of experience to design meaningful strategies. But that is the case in
any package. RhinoCAM shortens the learning curve immensely as it is rather supportive
and not deceptively hiding options and parameters all over the product. Altering and
changing a larger project is really simple. And changing feed speeds and other parameters
is as simple as clicking on the very visible option and change it. The speed RhinoCAM
generates the toolpath is another plus. Most of the time RhinoCAM is run on a laptop that
sits next to the cutting CNC machine. And there is no complaint about the speed. Even
complex 4th axis parts are calculated in reasonable time. No coffee pause there.”

Value to our customers
As a small company we understand the challenges of other small companies such as
Complex Consulting and are glad that we can help by offering a product that can turn
such challenges into opportunities. Watching innovative uses of our product in the
hands of such capable individuals such as Mr. Schmidt is the icing on the cake for us.
That is what makes our jobs worthwhile.
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